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Sonic Adventure 2: Battle Chao World FAQ
by Vadron

This walkthrough was originally written for Sonic Adventure 2: Battle on the GC, but the walkthrough is still
applicable to the DC version of the game.
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(This faqs may be used anywhere if you are going to use it please email me or pm  
me on neoseeker and tell me where you are putting it I will let you I would just  
like to know. Contact info is in section 8 of this faqs. The reason I didn稚  
copy write it is because some people think you can just make a copy write but  
you have to send a form to the federal patent office and get one so those people  
actually don稚 have real copy wrights.) -_0 
  
1.Chao World 
How to get to chao world: You need to finish a level after finding a chao box  
(it is a blue box with a picture of a chao on it) then brake it open and get the  
chao key inside then after you beat the level you will be sent to chao world and  
if you go to stage select you can select it to go there anytime you want. 
Chao Gardens: There are three gardens the regular chao garden the hero garden  
and the dark garden at first you will only have access to the regular chao  
garden but if you train a chao to be a hero chao and it evolves into one the  
hero garden will be unlocked same with the dark garden if you train a dark chao  
and it evolves you will unlock the dark garden. The regular garden is on the  
normal floor the dark garden is down stairs and the hero is up stairs. Also in  
the chao lobby (the place where all the gardens are) is the chao kindergarten  
9explained in section 4) 
Chao Teleporter: 
The chao teleporter is located in each of the gardens and is used for trading  
chao with other sonic adventure 2 battle games or a GBA if you have the link  
cable and sonic advance for the GBA. You can also release chao if you  
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don稚 want them or don稚 have enough space in the garden. You can basically  
figure out how to use it on your own it is pretty simple. 
  
2.Raising Chao 
Proper Care: Chao can live forever but only if you treat them well if you treat  
them badly they will eventually die instead of bing reborn being happens if you  
treat them well you can do this by feeding them training them and petting them  
often.                                                                            
                                                                                  
              
 Death: After chao evolve (which means you spend three hours with them) they  
become a certain type running, power, flying and so on after 9 hours after they  
evolve they will either reincarnate (be reborn) or die if they are reborn they  
go into a pink cocoon and come out as an egg losing heir type they are now a  
baby chao but will still have some of their stats from the adult stage but not  
much they will also have any awards they go from races (explained in section 5)  
Now if chao go into a gray cocoon they will vanish i.e. die and you can稚 undo  
this. The first evolution from being a child to becoming an adult they go into a  
blue cocoon and will turn into a certain type if you pet a chao with a hero  
character you can make a hero chao if you do this with a dark character you will  
make a dark chao. 
  
3.Chao Stats 
Types of drives:                   Type=Color 
power=red 
run=green 
swim=yellow 
fly=purple
  
  Also fruit upgrades stats too usually just stamina but some chao fruit can  
upgrade multiple things at a time and hero and dark fruit make the chao tun in  
favor of the type you gave it for example if you give a chao a hero fruit it  
will start to turn a lighter color which means if you continue to make it  
lighter with hero fruits and petting it with hero characters it will evolve into  
a hero chao. 
 Types of animals and what they upgrade: 
Color/ Animal/ Run/ Fly/ Power/ Swim 
Green=Run 
Chaeta/+4/-1/+1/-1 
Boar/+3/-1/+2/-1 
Rabbit/+4/+/-2/0 
Purple=Fly
Parrot/-2/+5/+1/0 
Condor/-2/+6/+2/+2 
Peacock/0/+5/-1/+1 
Red=Power 
Tiger/+2/-2/+4/-1 
Gorilla/0/0/+4/-1 
Bear/+1/-1/+4/+1 
Yellow=Swim 
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Otter/+1/-1/-2/+4 
Seal/0/0/+1/+4 
Penguin/+1/+2/-3/+3 
Blue=Normal 
Ram/+2/+1/+2/+1 
Skunk/+2/+2/+1/+1 



Racoon/+1/+2/+1/+2 
 Black=Ghost 
Skeleton Dog (bone dog)/+4/+1/+2/+1 
Bat/+1/+4/+1/+1 
Sea Monster/+1/0/+3/+3 
Orange=Legendary  
Unicorn/+3/+1/+1/+2 
Dragon/+1/+1/+3/+2 
Phoenix/+1/+3/+2/+1 
Here is what a chao痴 stats will look like when you pick them up: 
               
              Name 
              Swim              (How high it is example 0239) 
              Lv.__ (it痴 level for that stat goes with the # above) 
              Fly                 __ 
              Lv. __ 
  Run                __ 
  Lv. __ 
              Power            __ 
              Lv.__ 
              Stamina          __ 
              Lv.__ 
  
  
4.Chao Kindergarten 
Principal: When you go here you can learn about chao like getting to chao  
garden, Raising chao, chao food, getting tree fruits he can be somewhat helpful. 
Class Room: You can leave up to I think 4 chao here and they can learn things  
like how to play the flute and how to dance when they are finished with their  
lesson they will have a target by their name and you can take them you cannot  
take a chao in the middle of a lesson. To leave a chao there simply carry your  
chao into the class room and click leave chao. 
Health Center: If your chao is sick take it here you can tell if it is sick if  
it is sad and lays o it痴 back a lot besides when your petting it. You can also  
see a chao痴 medical chart to see how healthy your chao is you can take a chao  
that isn稚 sick in to see it痴 medical chart and get a checkup. 
Fortune-Telling House: You can bring a chao here to get in tamed you can choose  
for her to name the chao for you or you can choose your own name by saying no to  
the first two questions and yes to the third. 
Black Market: You can come here to buy items for your chao like food, hats,  
seeds for chao to  
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plant in the garden (the chao must have beaten all the beginner races to do this  
explained in section 5), and you can even buy chao eggs of all sorts of colors  
and even shiney chao. To buy items you need coins which you can get by defeating  
levels escape from the city is the best and easiest place to get rings at just  
go there on the find the lost chao mode and don稚 get the lost chao just keep  
getting rings and go  
  
    
back with the ring and get up to 999 ringsthat is the max you can get from the  
level and then get the lost chao (you can find out where the lost chao is in  
section 6 of this faqs. Also check out section 7 to find out a cheat to get al  
lot of rings easy) 
 Here is a list of eggs you can buy at the black market: 
Name/Cost/Description 
white egg/400/Typical rare egg 
blue egg/500/Typical rare egg 



red egg/400/Typical rare egg 
yellow egg/500/Typical rare egg 
orange egg/600/Typical rare egg 
sky blue egg/600/Typical rare egg 
pink egg/600/Typical rare egg 
purple egg/600/Typical rare egg 
brown egg/800/Typical rare egg 
green egg/800/Typical rare egg 
grey egg/1000/Typical rare egg 
lime green egg/1500/Typical rare egg 
black egg/2000/Typical rare egg 
shiny white egg/4000/Moderate rare egg 
shiny blue egg/5000/Moderate rare egg 
shiny red egg/5000/Moderate rare egg 
shiny yellow egg/5000/Moderate rare egg 
shiny orange egg/6000/Moderate rare egg 
shiny sky blue egg/6000/Moderate rare egg 
shiny pink egg/6000/Moderate rare egg 
shiny purple egg/6000/Moderate rare egg 
shiny brown egg/8000/Moderate rare egg 
shiny green egg/8000/Moderate rare egg 
shiny grey egg/10,000/Moderate rare egg 
shiny lime green egg/15,000/Moderate rare egg 
shiny black egg/20,000/Moderate rare egg 
 Here is a list of fruit and seeds you can buy 
Item/Cost/Description 
  
Hero fruit/120/Hero trait fruit. Helps chao favor the hero side. 
Dark fruit/120/Dark trait fruit. Helps chao favor the dark side. 
Chao fruit/200/Skills fruit. Raises all stats. 
Heart fruit/300/Egg-fertility fruit. Adult chao may go into mating season after  
eating. 
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Mushroom/300/Chao gain x2 stamina that a regular fruit would give you. 
Round fruit/80/Round and delicious fruit. 
Square fruit/80/Square and delicious fruit. 
Triangle fruit/80/Triangular and delicious fruit. 
Tasty seed/200/This is a regular tree seed.                                       
                                              
Round seed/300/Grows a tree with round fruit. 
Square seed/300/Grows a tree with square fruit. 
Triangle seed/300/Grows a tree with triangular fruit. 
Dark seed/400/Grows a tree with dark fruit. 
Hero seed/400/Grows a tree with hero fruit. 
Strong seed/500/This is a long life tree seed. 
 Here is a list of hats you can buy: 
Item/Cost/Description 
  
Apple/2000/Huge apple! 
Cardboard Box/2000/Moving cardboard box. 
Pan/2000/Worn out pan. 
Empty Can/4000/Empty fruit can. 
Paper Bag/4000/Grocery store paper bags. 
Stump/4000/Big tree stump. 
Bucket/6000/Worn out bucket. 
Flower pot/6000/Big flower pot. 
Watermelon/6000/Big, round watermelon. 
Wool Hat (Red)/8000/Warm and striped. 



Wool Hat (Blue)/10,000/Warm and striped 
Wool Hat (Black)/20,000/Warm and striped 
(You can also put pumpkins and skulls on chao痴 heads you can get them by drill  
diving with Knuckles and Rouge in the hero and dark gardens pumpkins are in the  
hero skulls are in the dark. To drill drive jump in the air with Knuckles or  
Rouge and press B while in the air.) 
  
 Other Items you can buy 
Item/Cost/Description 
  
Omochao痴 Theme/10,000/Omochao menu voice. 
Amy痴 Theme/20,000/Amy menu voice. 
  
  
5.Chao Racing and Karate 
How to get to racing and karate: First go into the regular chao garden  
(explained in section 1) past the pond there should be rocks and a cave with a  
water fall on it go into the cave and a thing will say chao racing and chao  
karate. 
 You first need a chao before you can race or battle to hatch a chao go to the  
chao egg and pick it up then while holding the y button move the control stick  
and press until the label in the corner says whistle then do this twice if the  
egg doesn稚 hatch repeat this process until it hatches. 
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 Once you have a chao you can race and battle it is good to train your chao  
before racing or battling. In the races once you beat all the beginner races  
more races will appear and once you have the hero and dark gardens more races  
will appear and eventually if you beat more races even more will appear (this  
doesn稚 happen with the karate) 
 Chao Racing Rules: 
The first chao to complete the course wins. There are all sorts of stages some  
you need power others speed and flying and stamina for all of them some races  
combine all of these into one so you had better train a chao very well. Beware  
your chao can trip during a race making it lose a couple seconds which could let  
the other chao get ahead of you also in some races there are boxes the chao must  
open if they have a jack-in-the-box then they will fall over losing a couple  
seconds. Also some races your chao must pick up the item that a screen shows  
them if they pick up an item the screen didn稚 show them they will lose a couple  
seconds. 
Here are a list of the races: 
Beginner 
Race Name/Prize Won/Description 
  
Crab Pool/Shovel/Compete in swimming. 
Stump Valley/Watering Can/Compete in flying. 
Mushroom Forest/Rattle/compete in running. 
Block Canyon/Toy Car/Compete in strength. 
  
Jewel Races 
Race Name/Prize Won/Description 
  
Aquamarine/Sonic Doll/ Key to winning is swimming. 
Topaz/Broom/Key to winning is flying. 
Peridot/Picture Book/Key to winning is running. 
Garnet/Pogo Stick/Key to winning is strength. 
Onyx/Crayons/Key to winning is intelligence. 
Diamond/Bubbles/Key to winning is chao must be good in all stats. 



  
 Challenge Races 
Unlike the toys won in the beginner and jewel races, these stay in the garden at  
all times.  
Toys listed here stay in the normal garden. You get a prize when a row of races  
is completed. 
 Row 1 Races: 
Gold & Silver chao 
Chacron Returns! 
Omochao race 
Small animals 
 Prize for this row is a ball. 
 Row 2 Races: 
Cockroach Chao 
Walking Eggs! 
Skull Chao
Pumpkin Chao 
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Prize for this row is a jack-in-the-box 
 Row 3 Races: 
Ghost Chao
Chacron痴 Back! 
Jewel Chao
Light Chaos Chao 
 Prize for row 3 is a television 
  
 Hero Races: 
Muck like the challenge races, you値l receive a prize that remains in the  
garden. This time, there are only four races, and you値l get a prize after  
completing the second and last races. The prizes listed here go to the hero  
garden. 
 2nd race: Ball 
Last Race: Rocking Horse 
  
 Dark Races: 
Muck like the challenge races, you値l receive a prize that remains in the  
garden. This time, there are only four races, and you値l get a prize after  
completing the second and last races. The prizes listed here go to the dark  
garden. 
2nd race: Ball 
Last race: Radio 
 Chao Karate Rules: 
The fist chao to either lose all of it痴 stamina or fall off the stage loses. In  
the case of time running out, the chao with the most stamina remaining wins. At  
the bottom of the screen there is a small meter with hearts on it. When this  
starts getting low, your chao will become discouraged and well sit down, and  
possibly sleep. During this time, hit the A button as quickly as possible to  
recharge the meter and get you chao back into the fight. Your chao is very  
venerable to attack when discouraged, so be careful! There are three karate  
competitions to start: Beginner, Standard, and Expert. The super level becomes  
available when all three of those have been completed. The prize for completing  
each on is an emblem, and an improved rank for you chao痴 karate record. 
 Chao Karate Stats: 
 Most of the stats mean different things in chao karate. 
Defense is your chao痴 swim stat. 
Stealth is your chao痴 fly stat. 
Speed is your chao痴 run stat. 



Power is your chao痴 power stat. 
Health is your chao痴 stamina stat. 
  
  
6.Cheats 
How to get coins fast: 

 Save up a lot of money and buy one of the items (i.e. box, pot, apple) that a  
chao can wear. Take it to a garden, drop it then leave Chao World so it saves.  
With that done go back into the garden and get the item, go back to the black  
market an sell it back to the guy for about a 1/4 of it痴  
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worth. Back out  
of the market so you are in the kindergarten, from there do a soft reset by  
pressing start+B+X (make sure to hold start b and x) 
 You should be at the main screen, go back into the game and go back to Chao  
World. Go to the black market and check you rings. You will have the rings from  
when you sold the box back. Now go to the garden that had the item, you should  
find that the item is right where you left it. Repeat as desired until you can  
afford the next highest costing item, then start from the beginning again. 
 Giving a chao a drive or animal without using it: 
Walk up to a chao you want to give the animal or drive to and have the item in  
you hand but don稚 walk to close or it will take it. So when you stand there  
close but not too close push B to put the drive or animal down the chao will get  
experience but the drive or animal will be reusable.  
  
7. Credits
Name(or neoname)/What they helped with 
Vadron (me)/ I wrote the whole darn thing and contributed much of the info. 
Duelist King/ he helped with the chao world and the raising chao  parts. 
Kurt/ helped with chao world and raising chao. 
  
  
8. Contact Information 
If you have any questions for me you can contact me by looking below 
Email: Geckoedy@aol.com I have others but I can reply to you faster and easier  
with this one. 
Neoseeker: You can pm me my neo name (name on neoseeker) is Vadron 
  
I know a lot on how to make certain types of chao so if you want to know how to  
make chao or are having trouble doing so contact me with the info above. 
  
  
  
  
9. Updates
Version 1.0/ Added chao world and table of contents 
Version 1.4/ Updated table of contents, added to chao world. 
Version 2.1/ Updated table of contents, added raising chao, added to chao world. 
Version 3.0/ Added chao stats, finished table of contents, added chao  
kindergarten 
Version 3.2/ Added onto chao stats and chao kindergarten 
Version 4.0/ Finished chao stats and chao kindergarten 
Version 4.3/ Added chao races and karate added chao teleporter in chao world  
section 
Version 4.5/ Added to chao races and karate began cheats section 
Version 5.1/ Finished chao races and karate and cheats section 
Version 6.0/ Added and finished credits and contact info 



Version 7.0/ Organized everything (put it in order) added updates section,  
finished faqs. 
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